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In this paper we present new estimates for the temporal averages of functions 
containing high order time derivatives of the weak solutions of the 3-D Navier- 
Stokes equations. These estimates are obtained by applying the change of variables 
to the local in time analyticity result for the strong solutions. t? 1992 Academx 
Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In [l] the a priori estimates by Foias et al. [3] on the temporal 
averages of high spatial derivatives of weak solutions of the Navier-Stokes 
equations in 3-D periodic domain were extended by applying some change 
of variable to the local in time Gevrey class type regularity for strong solu- 
tions. In the present paper we apply a similar type of change of variable to 
the local in time analyticity for the strong solutions to get some estimates 
on the temporal averages of functions involving high order time derivatives 
of the weak solutions of the 3-D Navier-Stokes equations. These estimates 
imply the global in time regularity of some composite functions of the weak 
solutions by a simple interpolation argument. This new type of regularity 
might hint at some indications on the blow up of regular solutions, if any. 
Our setting here is based on the assumption of a 3-D periodic boundary 
condition; however, similar results hold for bounded domain with C* class 
boundary also (see remarks at end of Sect. 3). 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
In this section we introduce the notations and some function spaces with 
the assumption of space periodic domain Q = (0, L)3, and recall some 
useful facts on the solutions of the Navier-Stokes equations. 
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As is well known, the system of incompressible Navier-Stokes equations 
with the kinematic viscosity v > 0 and external force f is equivalent to an 
abstract evolution equation for u (see [2, 63 or [7]) 
du 
;i;+vAu+B(u)=f 
u(0) = 240 (2) 
in a Hilbert space H which consists of solenoidal vector fields in L’(Q)’ 
with scalar product and norm denoted by (., .), ( .I, respectively. The 
operator A (corresponding to the Stokes operator with space periodic 
boundary condition) is a linear self-adjoint unbounded positive operator 
with domain D(A) c H. B(u) = B(u, u) where B(u, u) is defined by 
(B(u,u),w)= i j uj%w,d.x. 
j,k=l Q J 
In this paper we consider the time independent force f, but we could con- 
sider time dependent force, uniform in time bounded, to get similar results. 
For any m > 0, D(A”12) consists of functions u 
u(x) = c Uke2nik.xlL, uk E c3, u,=o, (3) 
kcZ3 
with 
k.U,=O (4) 
jkl*” luk12 = JAm’2~12 < co (5) 
As usual we denote V= D(A”‘) with the scalar product and norm (( ., .)), 
11 .(I, respectively. For t, s > 0 given the Gevrey class D(e’““) is a set of 
functions u satisfying (3), (4) and 
We recall two basic estimates for the solutions the Navier-Stokes equations 
(l)-(2) (see [2,7]). One is 
rrllu(t)112dl~c,(l+T) VT>0 
Jo 
409/167!1-16 
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for the (weak) solutions to (l)-(2) with USE H, where c, depends on the 
data u,,J; Q, and v; the other is 
$ l14t)l12 d c,(l + Ilu(t)ll 
holding in the region of time where the (weak) solutions u(t) E V (see 
below), where the constant cz depends on the dataf, Q, and v. 
Below we state the temporal analyticity result for the strong solutions, 
but holding also for the weak solutions for the set of time in which u(t) E V 
[4]. This was obtained for the complexified equations of (1). By this com- 
plexification we mean we consider complex time 5 EC, the complexified 
space H, with the corresponding scalar product and norm, the extended 
operators A, B, and the corresponding complexified spaces D(Ami2) and 
D(e’““). 
LEMMA 1 (Foias-Temam). Let u(t) E V and f E D(euA”*) for some cr > 0, 
and let u(4) be the associated strong solution to (1 k(2). Then, the strong 
solution satisfies: 
The mapping 5 -+ e *(Rel-‘)A”2~(S) from A, into V, is analytic and 
sup Ile ~(Ret;~r)A’:?U(5)112~2(1 + Ilu(t)11*), (9) 
SEA1 
where the function I++( .) is defined by 
$(s) = min{s, 0) 
and A, c C is given by 
8 ~=t+s,ei’,O<s,<c,T,(t),~<cosO<l 
(10) 
(11) 
with the function T,( . ) defined by 
1 
T1(t)= (1 + llu(t)11*)*’ (12) 
The constants c3 of (11) depends onf, v, Q. 
For the partial regularity of weak solutions the following elementary 
facts are sufficient for our purpose: 
We say that an interval (t,, t,) c R+ is a maximal Hi-regularity interval 
for solution u if 
u E C((t,, t,); H’(Q)) (13) 
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and there is no greater interval than (tr, t,) containing this interval and 
having the property (13). From the definition itself and the local in time 
(regular) existence property of strong solutions one can show easily (see 
[2] or [7]) that 
lim sup lIu(t)lj = +cc. (14) 
t+t,-0 
We denote 
i.e., 0, is the maximal open set on which H l-regularity holds. Obviously, 
0, consists of countably many connected components of a maximal inter- 
val of H l-regularity. Moreover, from (7) we could show easily (see [7]) 
that Rt \O, is of Lebesgue measure 0. 
3. THE MAIN RESULTS 
THEOREM 1. Let us assume u. E H, f E D(e0A”2) for some o > 0, and that 
u is a weak solution of the Navier-Stokes equations (l)-(2). Then u satisfies 
{e 2(t-r(t))2kdt<Ck(1+T) (15) 
for all integers k 2 0, where tj( .) is given in (lo), the function z( .) is defined 
by its inverse z ~ ‘(. ), 
7-‘(t)= t I 
t + min{ t - l(t), CT,(t)}, tE0, 
tE 10, Tl\O,, (16) 7 
where l(t) is the left end point of the maximal interval of HI-regularity 
containing t, c is a chosen constant below in the proof, and T,(t) is given in 
(12). In (15) the constant Ck depends on the data v, f, uO, Q. 
Remarks. It can be checked (see [l]) that the function r(.) is con- 
tinuous, monotone increasing on [0, T], absolutely continuous on each 
connected component of O,, and {tc[O, T], t-$t)>O}=O,. Thus the 
set of time {t E [0, T], t-z(t) = 0} where the estimate reduces to the 
inequality (7) is 
CO, Tl\O,= {te CO, Tl, u(t)$H’} u {f,,, iEN}, 
where t,,, ic N are the left end points of the maximal intervals of 
H’-regularity. Hence, the set {t E [0, T], t-r(t) = 0} is of $-dimensional 
Hausdorf measure 0 by J. Leray’s classic result (see [S]). 
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Proof of Theorem 1. Let (t,,, t,,), in N be the connected components of 
Or, which are the maximal intervals of HI-regularity. For each is N and 
r E (t,,, I,~) Lemma 1 holds. Thus by Cauchy’s formula we have, for any 
t+, 
for all nonnegative integer k, where d= dist(& ad,). This, in turn, implies 
the estimates 
{e 
$,(Re(C)- I) /I’/* q)} 2 <?$f sup (I~~(R~(~)~I)A’!‘~(~)I(~ zcd, 
2 
d 
2k+ ‘(kl)Z 
d 2k . (1 + I14t)l12), (17) 
where we used (9) in the last estimate. Now choose 5 = s with s E A: n R + 
satisfying 
I <s < (2 - ,,6) c3 T,(t). 
Then, by simple geometric consideration we have 
Jz d=, (s-t). 
(18) 
(19) 
Thus, from (17) we obtain 
{e ~+r’A”Zz4(S)} il 2 (s- tyk < Lk( 1 + jlu(r)ll2) (20) 
for all t > 0, for all s satisfying (18), and for all integers k 2 0, where we put 
Lk = 23k+‘(k!)2. We now define a fUnCtiOn s(t) as 
t+min(t-t,,, CT,(~)}, tg(t,,, tr,)cO, 
f~ L-0, Tl\O,, (21) 3 
where c=min{(2-fi)c,, 1/4c,} with c2 and c3 in (8) and (1 l), respec- 
tively. Then, we have 
t <s(t) ,< (2 - $1 c3 T,(t) (22) 
for each t E ( tZ, t,,), i E N, and 
s(t,, + 0) = t/,, 4t,, - 0) = t,,, iEN. (23) 
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Moreover, s( .) is monotone increasing, absolutely continuous on each 
( tl,, t,,) (see [ 1 I), and, from inequality (8), we obtain 
+‘(t)<3- 
(1 + ,,$)’ f “u(f)“2 (24) 
for almost all t E (t(,, I,;), in N. Thus we set s = s(t) in (20), satisfying (18) 
due to (22). Then, we obtain, 
(e~‘““‘-“A”2U(s(t))} * (s(t)-t)2k<Lk(l + /ju(t)l12) (25) 
for almost all t E (fg, t,,). We now multiply (25) by s’(t). Then, integrating 
in t from t,, to t,,, we have, by (24) 
5 
‘r, 
{e~L(s(‘)-‘)A”2U(s(f))} * (s(t)- t)2k s’(t) dt 
‘4 
t1 + ,,&,12)1 f ,,~(~N,* Cl+ I14t)l12) dt. (26) 
We now make a change of variable from t to s=s(t) in the 1.h.s. of (26). 
Then, denoting the inverse function SF’( .) = t(. ), we have, for the left-hand 
side of (26) 
= ei(s-T(S)) A’i2U(S)} (27) 
by virtue of (23). On the other hand the right-hand side of (26) is 
calculated: 
= 3L,(t,- t,,) + 3L, j” I,u(t)l,* dt 
4 
cLk cLk 
+u + Il~k~--0N*)-(~ + Il~(4,+o)l12)’ (28) 
By virtue of (14), 
(29) 
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Thus, from (26k(29) we obtain: 
{eti(l ~0) A’ ‘u(s)) (s - T(s))‘~ ds 
<3L,(t,,- tr,) + 3L, 1”’ Ilu(r) dt. 
*I, 
(31) 
Now summing over all i E N of (30) we finally have 
< 3L, T+ 3L, s oT Il4t)ll 2 dt 
d 3L, + 3c, Lk( 1 + T) 
<c,(l + T), (32) 
where we used (8), and put C, = max (3c, Lk, 3Lk + c1 Lk}. This completes 
the proof of Theorem 1. 
COROLLARY 1. Let u0 and f satisfy the same assumptions as in 
Theorem 1 and let u be the corresponding weak solutions to the 3-D Navier- 
Stokes equations in the periodic domain Q. Then, u satisfies 
(t _ q t)) e”(’ ~ r(r)) A’,’ 4t)Ec(Co, a); v (33) 
with the same function z as in Theorem 1. 
ProoJ: Let us put v(t) = (t-s(t)) e i(’ - r(r)) A”2u( t). Then, since t - T(t) E 
L”(0, T), Theorem 1 with k=O implies VE L*(O, T; V). Thus it is sufficient 
(see, e.g., [6]) to show 
(34) 
From 
$(t)=(l -~‘(t))e~(‘~~(‘))~“*u(t) 
+ (f--r(t)): {e”(‘+T(‘))A”*z4(t)) (35) 
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we obtain, by (a + !I)* G 2(~* + b2), 
Now from (24) 
1 
b’(t)1 = ,s,(t), Q 2 a.e. t E [0, T]. (37) 
Thus Theorem 1 with k = 0, 1 implies the boundedness of the r.h.s. of (35), 
implying (33). This completes proof of the corollary. 
Remarks. By repeating essentially the same argument as in the above 
proof of Theorem 1 and using the local in time analyticity result for the 
strong solutions (see [7]) we would obtain the following analogue of 
Theorem 1 in the case of periodic or bounded domain with more general 
force f~ H. 
THEOREM 2. Let us assume u. E H, f E H, and that u is a weak solution 
of the Navier-Stokes equations in a periodic, or bounded domain 52 with 
aG! E C 2. Then u satisfies 
(38) 
for all integers k B 0, where the constant CL depends on the data v, f, uO, Q. 
Again by essentially the same argument as in Corollary 1 we can obtain: 
COROLLARY 2. Let u. and f satisfy the same assumptions as in 
Theorem 2 and let u be the corresponding weak solutions to the 3-D Navier- 
Stokes equations in the periodic, or bounded domain G? with a52 E C*. Then, 
u satisfies 
(t - z(t)) u(t) E C(CO, co 1; V) (39) 
with the same function z as in Theorem 2. 
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